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Bones of ancients pose preservation challenge for
moderns with mansions
Posted: 6:14 p.m. Friday, July 5, 2013

BY CHRISTINE STAPLETON - PALM BEACH POST STAFF WRITER

On June 11, when the Palm Beach Town Council approved an ordinance requiring owners of

land on known archaeological sites to have a professional assess the historic value of the

property before so much as installing a sprinkler system, Council President David Rosow voted

no, “just out of spite,” he said.

“This archaeological law or ordinance or whatever you want to call it, requires homeowners to

have some licensed person to sit there while you dig and see if they can find a bone or an

arrowhead or some such nonsense on the property,” said Rosow, who owns a home on the

north end of the island that is part of a site where pottery shards, a finger bone and vertebrae

have been unearthed. “It costs residents thousands upon thousands upon thousands of dollars,

and it makes no sense whatsoever.”

Archaeologists disagree.
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The dirt under the mansions, restaurants, tennis courts and swimming pools contains a trove of

archaeological treasures and burial sites. Even though the island is developed, the footprints of

homes occupy only a fraction of their yards, which have not been excavated. And because many

buildings are constructed on fill trucked in to elevate them, some archaeological caches below

are likely undisturbed.

“The island actually has some of the highest concentrations of archaeological sites in Southeast

Florida,” said archaeologist Robert Carr, well-known for his investigation of the Miami Circle site.

Carr, who frequently works on the island, created a map of sites and suspected sites, for

consideration by the town when evaluating applications for projects that involve digging.

The ordinance is needed, supporters say, not only to protect the graves of the island’s first

inhabitants but to find evidence of how the islanders dealt with problems confronting current

residents, including climate and sea-level changes and saltwater intrusion.

What archaeologists have learned is that prehistoric Palm Beachers had tastes similar to their

tony contemporaries: they chose elevated sites with vistas of the ocean and Lake Worth. Today

those 3,000-year-old neighborhoods belong to residents like Rosow and radio talk host Rush

Limbaugh and include the former oceanfront estates of investment banker and philanthropist

Otto Kahn and socialite Amy Phipps Guest.

“There is a lack of knowledge on the part of residents on what is there,” said Dorothy Block, an

archaeologist and founder of the Palm Beach County Archaeological Society. “The town is not

doing a good job of informing them what is on their property.”

John Lindgren, the town’s planning administrator, said homeowners often do not know about

the history of their property until they try to build something. As a result, he said, he

implemented a policy — now an ordinance — requiring that property owners seeking building

permits be told about potential archaeological concerns on their land at the beginning of the

permitting process. Before permits are issued, an archaeological assessment must be done.

Doing the assessment before construction begins prevents work stop orders when bones or

relics are discovered, he said.

Most property owners understand and accept the requirement, Lindgen said. Some are thrilled

to learn their property has archaeological value. One woman, upon learning her property

contained a prehistoric trash dump, called a midden, wanted to install a Plexiglas window

underground for viewing, Lindgren said.

But Rosow, for one, said he feels no obligation to care for the remains or artifacts found on and

near his property.

“I”m sorry there are gravesites disturbed because none of the relatives hung around to preserve

it,” he said, noting that he also lives in Connecticut, where pre-colonial gravesites are tended. “If
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it was important to them, they should have done something to preserve it. Since they didn’t, all

bets are off.”

However, the earliest inhabitants of Palm Beach, the Jaega, are believed to have been wiped out

by diseases brought by Europeans. Couple that with the fact that most modern-day residents

feel little attachment to the area’s history because they were not born here and a sense of apathy

has developed, Block said.

“The indigenous people are extinct, and there is no one to stick around and take care of their

cemeteries,” Block said. “These property owners are the present-day custodians of prehistoric,

ancient Palm Beachers.”

For many, the history of Palm Beach began in the 1890s, when Henry Flagler made his way to

Palm Beach, built the Royal Poinciana Hotel, a railroad and his mansion, Whitehall. It is widely

believed that there are only two graves on the island: architect Addison Mizner’s monkey,

Johnnie Brown, and Laddie, his dog. Gravestones mark those sites in the Via Mizner, at the west

end of Worth Avenue.

But hundreds of unmarked graves are scattered throughout the island. Some are random with

the remains of one or two people. Others are cemeteries and burial mounds where dozens of

people were buried.

Block blames an exemption in Florida’s public records law for the lack of awareness about the

town’s archaeological sites. That exemption prohibits agencies from releasing documents

containing the location of sites to prevent looting. However, much of that information can be

found in research papers, archaeological journals and news reports.

“The fact is, looters know where the sites are, and they have done a lot of damage,” Block said.

“By keeping information from the public we have kept the public from being able to protect the

sites by keeping an eye on them.”

The earliest archaeological surveys of the town began in the late 1930s. Archaeologists found

three “complexes” — a site with a living area and a cemetery or burial mound. Rosow and

Limbaugh’s homes are part of the Riviera complex, with Rosow’s home likely part of the

habitation area and Limbaugh’s estate the burial site.

Just south of the Beach Club is the Guest mound complex. The site was discovered in the 1940s,

during an expansion of the Graham Eckes School, the oceanfront estate built by financier and

philanthropist Otto Kahn in 1929.

Archaeologists removed more then 70 skulls from the burial area of the complex. Workers

carried off some of the bones while they leveled a large mound at the school. As as many as 150

were believed to have been buried at the site. The remains were transported to the University of

Miami for safekeeping and research.
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Archaeologist Carr, who has worked on many sites in Palm Beach, said the site was not fully

excavated. Instead the remainder of the burial mound was used as fill to build a tennis court.

“Under the tennis court there are more human remains,” Carr said.

Two doors down is the former estate of Amy Phipps Guest, whose father founded the Bessemer

Trust, a wealth management firm for high-net-worth families. The Guest family once owned one-

third of Palm Beach. At that estate archaeologists found the living area of the complex, littered

with pottery, tools, bones, shell pendants and fragments of human bones.

In March 1989, workers operating a backhoe at an estate on Widener’s Curve, south of the

Southern Boulevard bridge, discovered the Palm Beach complex when they unearthed skeletal

remains and pottery believed to be 1,500 to 2,000 years old. That location is less than 2 miles

from another oceanfront burial site, discovered in November 1976, just south of the town’s

municipal golf course.

Also in 1976, construction workers building a condominium at 3200 S. Ocean Blvd., south of the

Lake Worth Bridge, found the burial site of a dozen people, with ceramic shards dating to 500

B.C.

Sites have been unearthed throughout the town.

Ancient tools were found during the construction of The Breakers hotel. In April 1985, workers

digging a trench at a home on Everglade Avenue spotted two leg bones sticking out of a load of

dirt. Archaeologists determined the bones belonged to a 16- to 17-year-old girl and a 24- to 29-

year-old woman, who lived between 1513 and 1700. They also found a decorated bone knife and

hair pin.

Most recently, an oyster shell midden was discovered on Via La Selva, in the central section of

the island. The site contained pottery shards, animal bones, oyster shells and sharks’ teeth.

Although no human remains were found, the find is proof that sites still exist on the island.

Property owners at these locations and other, smaller sites now must obtain new assessments

before performing any “ground-disturbing work,” from landscaping to building an addition or

installing a seawall.

Rosow’s 8,678-square-foot home, valued at $6.6 million, with an adjacent lot valued at an

additional $4 million, were flagged when pottery shards were found there and a bone from a

finger and fragments of ribs and vertebrae were discovered nearby. Recently, when he decided

to remove 250 feet of ficus hedges, he was required to hire an archaeologist to observe the day-

and-a-half job. The cost: about $3,000.
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GHUA Report

Please save us from those that care only for thwmselves and hopefully they will go

back to where others believe as they do.

6:31 a.m. Jul. 6, 2013

thomaspaine Report

Rosow’s “Let them eat cake” attitude reflects a man who surely inherited

everything he has, as it is obvious he does not have the intelligence to be

successful on his own. If he did, he would know that historic preservation is a

powerful economic engine.

Historic preservation involves much more than simply saving and restoring old

buildings, bones and sites of historic importance; there are economic, cultural,

environmental, and educational benefits of historic preservation, all of which are

inextricably connected to one another and to the living memory of involved

communities.

Rosow said he will have to hire an archaeologist again when he begins construction and again

when he re-landscapes after construction.

“To put another cost on the property owner, to do this is just another tax,” Rosow said. “I think

we know an awful lot of the culture of the Indians on the north end of Palm Beach. Now it’s

private property and the rights of the property owners should be respected.”
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